August 2021

Volume 22, Issue 08

Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: At 1100, third Saturday of each month at the Knollwood
Sportsman‘s Club. Mark your calendars for these upcoming dates:
a. August 21
b. September 18
c. October 16
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. AUGUST – BRET ZACHER
b. SEPTEMBER – MAURICE YOUNG
c. OCTOBER – SEE YOUR NAME HERE!
3. August Birthdays. Dick Anderson 4th; John McClellan 14th; Frank
Walter 25th. Happy Birthday Shipmates!
4. Crash Dive has a few openings where you can showcase your skills
while serving your shipmates. Can you see yourself as our Chaplain,
Community Outreach Chair, Membership Chair, Charitable Giving Chair,
Vice-Commander, or CoB? Contact Clay Hill to step-up.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
July 17, 2021
1) Call to Order 1120
a) The following submarines were lost
during the month of July:
USS GRUNION
(SS-216)
30July 1942
USS RUNNER
(SS-275)
01July1943
USS S-28
(SS-133)
04July1944
USS ROBALO
(SS-273)
26 July 1944
2) Attendance:
a) Glenn Barts
b) Maurice Young
c) Scott Jaklin
d) Hermann Mueller
e) Chris Gaines
f) Manny Garmendez
3) Reports:
a) Secretary’s Report
i) Business Cards Update; Base
Contact List
ii) Thank you cards from funeral
services
b) Treasurer’s Report [ABSENT]
i) Funds in account:
(1) Checking $3,743.04, No
Activity
(2) Savings $15,862.44, Activity:
(a) $200 Donation from Larry
Warnke
(b) $200 Ships Store Keeper
June 19th, proceeds of
50/50 raffle (Bret
donated back his
winnings), cash box from
lunch
(3) Planned Expenses
(a) Pending payout to Cobia
Dry Dock Fund $200
(b) Pending Payout for
Memorial Sign - TBD
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(c) Pending payout to
Manny for June Lunch –
pending receipts
(d) Donation to Holland
Club? To be discussed at
next meeting.
c) Committee Reports
i) Newsletter – Chris Gaines
(1) Would like to reinstitute
sending out newsletter at
staff meeting
(2) Posted up to May, June &
July pending editing
ii) Membership – Chris Gaines,
Until USSVI Database Update
(1) 25 official members with 1
additional response
iii) Community Outreach– Bret
Zacher [ABSENT]
iv) Hospitality – Bret Zacher
[ABSENT]
v) Webmaster – Frank Voznak, Jr.
[ABSENT]
vi) Storekeeper – Herman Mueller
(1) Report on SubFest? Sales &
Attendance
(2) Large number of people
attended and toured boat
(3) No table or opportunity to
sell swag
[Break for Chow 1137]
vii) Procedures – Chris Gaines
viii) Eagle Scout – Ted Rotzoll
[ABSENT]
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ix) Memorial Committee – Frank
Voznak, Jr. (ABSENT)
(1) MB Real Estate, property
managers of Riverwalk
(a) To provide a model
sometime next week
(b) Michelle Wood in the
loop
4) Old (Unfinished) Business
a) Larry Warnke Memorial Donation:
i) $200 to Cobia, so-voted in June
ii) Thank-you letter to Janelle&
informing her of donatio
b) Adding lifetime membership for
dues
i) Discussion in comparison to
other bases
(1) Discussion about lack of
income down the road and
costs covered by expenses
(2) Great Lakes base hasn’t seen
many negatives since being
offered from Day 1
(3) Discussed details about
Great Lakes Base meetings
and venue
c) Suggestions for events
i) Various suggested in June:
(1) Minor-league games, college
events, military &
renaissance faires
(2) Any new ideas? Picnics in
former years
d) Bret applying to manage USSVCF
Scholarship Fund & seeking Base
investments
i) Details to follow
5) New Business
a) Quorum not met (2 elected officers
minimum): voting not permitted
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6) Good of the Order
a) Get Tickets for KSC Corn Roast in
Aug!
i) Price about $10-15 to be
confirmed
b) Duty Cook
i) August – Bret
ii) September – Maurice
iii) October – Clay
c) 786 Club
i) Aug 4th Rear Adm Rick Seif
speaker
ii) Trip to Pearl Harbor set for Jan;
good times to come!
d) USS Rickover Commissioning on 31
Jul 21
i) Union League Club
7) SOUND Klaxon
a) Next Meeting is 21August 2021 @
KSC
8) Adjourn 1242

Lost Boats
USS BULLHEAD SS 332 8/6/45
USS FLIER

SS 250 8/13/44

USS S-39

SS 144 8/14/42

USS HARDER

SS 257 8/24/44

USS COCHINO SS 345 8/26/49
USS POMPANO SS 181 8/29/43

Undersea Warfare History


July 1, 1944 | USS Tang (SS 306) sighted a
tanker and a freighter. While she sank
freighter Taiun Maru No.2, tanker Takatori
Maru No. 1 fled. Tang trailed until dark,
then fired 2 torpedoes which sank the
tanker.
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August 3, 1958 | USS Nautilus (SSN 571)
became the first ship to reach the
geographic North Pole. She continued on
and after 96 hours and 1,930 miles under
the ice, Nautilus surfaced northeast of
Greenland, having completed the first
voyage across the North Pole.
August 4, 1944 | USS Tunny (SS 282)
departed Pearl Harbor, HI, on her 7th war
patrol, as a member of a coordinated
attack group called “Ed’s Eradicators.”
With wolf pack members Barb (SS-220)
and Queenfish (SS-393), she set her
course, via Midway Island, for the South
China Sea.
August 5, 1945 | USS Puffer (SS 268)
began her 9th war patrol from Fremantle,
Australia, where she headed North for her
last war patrol to the Java Sea.
Completing that patrol with the cessation
of hostilities, Puffer headed for Subic Bay,
Philippines, thence to the United States.
August 6, 1944 | USS Pintado (SS 387)
sank the 5,401 ton cargo ship Shonan
Maru and damaged another target in a
Formosa-bound convoy, before
scampering away through a downpour of
exploding depth charges.
August 7, 1958 | USS Seawolf (SSN 575)
received the Navy Unit Commendation for
demonstrating the ability of the nuclearpowered submarine to remain
independent of the earth’s atmosphere for
the period of a normal war patrol.
August 10, 1945 | USS Haddo (SS 255)
departed on its 10th and last war patrol,
but it was soon terminated by the
surrender of Japan. The boat then headed
for Tokyo Bay, where it witnessed the
signing of the surrender on board the
battleship Missouri and departed for
home.
August 11, 1945 | USS Spikefish (SS 404)
located a Japanese cargo ship at night,
waited till morning to make identification,
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and sank it with gunfire. Three survivors
were brought on board.
August 12, 1943 | USS Billfish (SS 286)
made eight war patrols out of Pearl
Harbor between 12 August 1943 and 27
August 1945. Billfish sank three freighters
totaling 4,074 tons and five smaller craft.
Part of the boat’s seventh and eighth
patrols were spent on plane guard duty
off Japan.
August 13, 1945 | USS Atule (SS 403) sinks
Japanese Coast Defense Vessel No.6 and
damages Coast Defense Vessel No.16 off
Hokkaido. Also on this date, USS Torsk (SS
423) sinks Japanese merchant cargo ship,
Kaiho Maru.
August 14, 1945 | USS Blackfish (SS 221)
completed its 12th and last war patrol.
While no targets worthy of torpedo fire
were encountered during this patrol, on 5
August the boat rescued six Army fliers
and on 8 August effectively bombarded
shore installations on Kusakaki Shima.
August 17, 1943 | USS Seawolf (SS 197)
made contact with a six ship convoy on
her 3rd day in the patrol area. The boat
attacked day and night for three days
before finally surfacing to sink Fusei Maru
with her deck gun. (Exact date unknown)
August 18, 1944 | USS Rasher (SS 269)
made contact with a convoy of thirteen
ships protected by six escorts. Two
torpedoes were launched hitting the
tanker Teiyo Maru and causing it to
explode. Rasher launched a spread of six
bow torpedoes on its second approach,
three of which hit and sank the 17,000-ton
transport Teia Maru. She then fired three
more torpedoes, hitting and sinking the
20,000-ton carrier Taiyo. After pulling
away and reloading, Rasher launched four
torpedoes and recorded three hits on the
cargo-transport Eishin Maru which
caused an ammunition detonation. Rasher
then launched two torpedoes and
recorded two hits on Noshiro Maru.
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Rasher counted sixteen detonations from
eighteen torpedoes fired. Rasher sank the
highest tonnage of any World War II U.S.
submarine patrol to that date.
August 19, 1943 | USS Finback (SS 230)
sinks the Japanese auxiliary submarine
chaser (No.109) off the eastern Celebes.
August 20, 1943 | USS Plunger (SS 179)
sank the 3,404 ton Japanese merchant
cargo ship Seitai Maru off the southwest
coast of Hokkaido.
August 21, 1942 | Near Ponape, USS
Tambor (SS 198) fired a spread of three
torpedoes at a freighter and her escort.
The first hit the target amidships and the
other two aft, blowing off the stern.
Shinsei Maru No. 6 quickly sank.
August 24, 1944 | USS Sailfish / Squalus
(SS 192) made contact with an enemy
convoy of four cargo ships escorted by
two small patrol craft. Sailfish fired a
salvo of four torpedoes, scoring two hits.
The 2,100-ton cargo ship, Toan Maru was
enveloped in a cloud of smoke before
sinking shortly afterwards.
August 25, 1944 | USS Picuda (SS 382), in
attack on Japanese convoy at the western
entrance to the Babuyan Channel, sinks
destroyer Yunagi 20 miles northnortheast of Cape Bojeador, Philippines
and merchant tanker Kotoku Maru.
August 26, 1949 | While operating in
stormy seas off northern Norway, USS
Cochino (SS 345) suffers a series of
serious battery explosions that result in
her loss. Though Cochino's crew is
successfully rescued by USS Tusk (SS
426), the submarine loses seven of her
own men during this difficult effort.
August 27, 1945 | USS Idaho (BB-42) Idaho
made her triumphal entry into Tokyo Bay
with occupation troops, and was anchored
there during the signing of the surrender
onboard the Missouri on 2 September.
August 28, 1944 | USS Jack (SS 259) sank
a small minesweeper after attacking a
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convoy. After her torpedo missed another
target, and she was raked with gunfire,
Jack deftly evaded the attacker and
returned later to sink the Japanese ship,
Mexico Maru.

SSN(X) Will Be ‘Ultimate
Apex Predator’
Rear Adm. Bill Houston described a
submarine that boasts the payload and
speed of the Seawolf-class submarines, the
acoustics and senors of Virginia-class and
the operational availability and service
life of the Columbia-class submarines.
By Justin Katz on July 21, 2021 at 5:52 PM

A Navy depiction of the future USS Columbia
nuclear missile submarine (SSBN 826)

WASHINGTON: A top admiral offered a
glimpse today of the service’s nextgeneration attack submarine, describing a
boat that would take the strongest attributes
of its predecessors to create an “apex
predator.”
“We are looking at the ultimate apex
predator for the maritime domain,” Rear
Adm. Bill Houston, director of the service’s
undersea warfare requirements office, said
during a Wednesday panel discussion
published by the Navy League in advance of
the annual Sea-Air-Space exposition.
“We’re taking what we already know how to
do and combining it together.”
The admiral described a submarine that
boasts the payload and speed of the
Seawolf-class submarines, the acoustics and
senors of Virginia-class and the operational
availability and service life of the Columbiaclass submarines.
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“We’re confident that we’re going to be able
to do that because we’ve already built that
on those previous platforms, we know how
to do that. We just have to mesh it together
with one platform,” he continued.
The Navy’s next-generation attack
submarine, dubbed SSN(X), is in the most
nascent stages of development. Most details
on it remain linked solely to what Navy
brass will occasionally discuss in public.
Only in the past several years has the service
started including a budget line item for the
program funding early research and
development; this year’s budget includes a
$98 million request. Under the fiscal year
2020 long-range shipbuilding plan, the Navy
would begin purchasing 42 new submarines
starting in FY34. A report from the
Congressional Budget Office stated the
Navy believes the boat will cost
approximately $5.8 billion, while CBO
projected the price tag will be closer to $6.2
billion.
Houston also remarked on the fragility of
the environment the service is currently
working with industry to produce the
Columbia-class submarine. He noted the
Navy is particularly concerned about hulls
three through 12 because that will be the
program’s serial production phase, a time
where industry will have the stability it
craves, but lack schedule flexibility to
correct mistakes. The service intentionally
placed gap years between the production of
the first few Columbia submarines to allow
industry time to learn, Houston added.
Navy brass often discuss the connection
between the Columbia and Virginia
programs: a disruption in the industrial base
for one can easily cause ripple effects for the
other. That may extend into SSN(X).
The service and industry are nearing design
completion on Columbia and hope to utilize
the same team to begin work on the newest
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boat, Houston said. Further, the Navy plans
on flowing work for SSN(X) into industry at
the same time that it winds down on
Columbia’s production.
“We’re going to time it such that when
Columbia is ramping down in production,
we’ll be ramping up in SSN(X) because
we’ll have the design and the RDT&E
done,” he said. “It takes a significant amount
of time and effort for that RDT&E to
develop this apex predator, but that’s what
we’re going to do over the next decade as
we’re working on the systems for SSN(X).”

Navy IDSS USN Looking
at Fitting Its Future
Attack Submarines with
Inflatable Sails
[Source: The Drive | Thomas Newdick | July 20,
2021 ++]

The U.S. Navy is investigating the
possibility of having its future nuclear
attack submarines fitted with sails — the
tower-like structures on their forward
upper-hulls — that are inflatable,
popping up when required, but
otherwise concealed to preserve the
sub‘s speed, maneuverability, and
acoustic stealth. The Inflatable
Deployable Sail System (IDSS) is
ultimately hoped to result in technology
that will allow the Next-Generation
Attack Submarine, or SSN(X), to be able
to ―operate submerged without the
impediments of a sail.‖
In a document published earlier this
year on the website of the Navy‘s Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
and Small Business Technology
Transfer (STTR) program, under which
the service seeks to provide funding for
start-ups and small businesses, Naval
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
outlines its initial requirements for the
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IDSS initiative. The outlined objective: to
―Develop technology that will advance
traditional submarine design toward
accommodating an Inflatable
Deployable Sail System (IDSS) for
future submarines.‖ While the IDSS
could represent potentially cutting-edge
technology for the Navy, it‘s also worth
noting that China has unveiled a sailless submarine design in recent years.

In 2019, in a surprise development,
China unveiled a new submarine,
roughly 150 feet long, with no apparent
sail, and just a small fairing in its place.
A photo of this unique submarine is
provided above. Initially, there was
speculation this was an unmanned
design, but the consensus is now that
it‘s likely a testbed for advanced new
technologies likely to be found in future
Chinese submarine designs. Clearly one
of these concepts is a submarine
without a sail. In the United States, too,
there has already been some
developmental work on exotic new sail
designs, albeit using sub-scale
submarines. This has included work at
the Large Scale Vehicle Range (LSVR),
part of the Navy‘s Acoustic Research
Detachment (ARD), around 375 miles
from the ocean at Bayview, Idaho.
The NAVSEA document notes that
speed, maneuverability, and stealth are
the primary drivers behind the IDSS
concept but identifies the key challenge
that will have to be overcome to ensure
it will actually work — how to safely
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navigate a submarine without a sail.
Traditionally the sail is used as an
observation and conning platform when
operating on the surface of the water, as
well as providing one potential entry/exit
route for the crew. Projecting well clear
of the water, a traditional sail can also
be used to help conduct vertical
replenishment (VERTREP) operations.
It also provides a position from which to
provide force protection, too, and has an
important function of breaking through
the ice and providing initial access
outside of the sub when operating in
Polar Regions.
Above all else, the sail is normally used
to house important sensors like
periscopes, communication antenna
masts, as well as electromagnetic and
radar sensor systems. In the past, when
submarines spent much of their time
surfaced when engaged in combat, the
sail also incorporated a physical
command center, but more modern
designs primarily have their critical
functions contained within the main hull.
The mast can even be used as a
storage locker of sorts for special
operations forces. Finally, the sail can
sometimes serve as a location for diving
planes, although this is becoming less of
a common design element, evidenced
by their relocation to the hull on the Los
Angeles class SSNs starting with the
improved 688i standard. Sail-mounted
diving planes remain a characteristic of
the Navy‘s ballistic missile submarines,
possibly including the forthcoming
Columbia class.
Now, however, technological
developments could mean that the Navy
is able to make at least trial use of
―Advances in inflatable structures [that]
can provide the freeboard needed for
surface transit with a temporary and
reusable structure.‖ Above all, the
Crash Dive Base
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challenge will be to find a way of
retaining something akin to the
functionality of the sail's bridge area
while the submarine is running on the
surface, and allowing members of the
crew to keep an eye out for maritime
traffic or other potential hazards. The
IDSS is not expected to carry any
sensor systems, which will instead have
to be incorporated into the hull.
The specific requirements from
NAVSEA for an inflatable sail include a
minimum 16-foot freeboard (the
distance from the waterline to the top of
the sail), capacity for at least two crew
at the front of the bridge hatch, and
another two behind them, plus all the
required power, lighting and
communications, flip-up windshield,
storage lockers, and more. Of course,
there also needs to be a means to
access or escape the main pressure
hull, via a ladder system, and the entire
bridge module should not weigh more
than 4,000 pounds. The structure will
have to be resilient, too, capable of
operating in icy waters and providing
ballistic protection against small arms
fire.
A range of minimum operational
constraints are outlined, including the
requirement for 10,000 operational
cycles, ability to maintain shape at
periscope depth, in operations in Sea
State 6, and at temperatures ranging
from -60°F to 150°F. ―A generally soft or
soft/rigid hybrid inflatable structure with
a rigid or hybrid rigid/inflatable bridge,‖
the IDSS is expected to deploy or
retract, in the space of just one minute,
with pressurization achieved using
seawater and/or air. ―The structural
loadings, deployment/retrieval
operations, and stability mechanisms
required present significant design and
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material challenges for an inflatable and
deployable sail,‖ NAVSEA notes.
The command suggests that industry
might look at some of the kinds of
inflatable soft structures now being used
elsewhere in the Pentagon, as well as
by NASA, which is looking at designs for
inflatable space habitats, for example. In
particular, these technologies include
―inflatable control surfaces, deployable
energy absorbers, and temporary ondemand structures.‖ The document then
goes on to note many of the advanced
manmade fibers that are used in these
kinds of soft inflatable structures, of
which Kevlar is probably the most
familiar but also including Vectran, DSP
(dimensionally stable polyester), PEN
(polyethylene napthalate), and Spectra,
a type of ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene.
―The soft structures considered for use
in developing the IDSS may include, but
are not limited to, control volumes
constructed of inflated membranes, 3-D
woven preforms, flexible bladders,
coated fabrics, and hybrid (soft/rigid)
material systems, and hard goods-tosoft goods connections,‖ the document
continues. ―Hybrid inflatables may
include inflatable elements with semi- or
fully-rigid reinforcements serving as
deployment shaping controls and
abrasion-resistant contact surfaces.‖
Ultimately, NAVSEA may call upon
interested parties to produce full-scale
IDSS prototypes of their virtual design
concepts that will be able to test
inflation/deflation, and resistance to
wave slap and impact loadings.
That, of course, is still some way off and
although the document doesn‘t provide
any kind of timeline and the
Congressional Research Service‘s latest
report on SSN(X) doesn‘t envisage a
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first example of the new submarine even
being procured until Fiscal Year 2031.
It‘s also possible that the IDSS, if it does
prove successful, might only be
introduced on later blocks of the SSN(X)
design. The Navy has been examining
whether SSN(X) should be a follow-on
to the current Virginia class design, a
design based on the Columbia class
SSBN, or an all-new design. Last
December, The War Zone reported that
the vessel would be significantly wider
than the current Virginia class, making it
closer to the dimensions of the
advanced Seawolf class, while also
utilizing technology being developed for
the Columbia class.
If IDSS is successful and is adopted as
part of the SSN(X) program, a further
phase of the development, as envisaged
by NAVSEA, would see it adapted for
other potential applications, namely
―future underwater weapons, unmanned
underwater vehicles (UUVs), unmanned
surface vehicles (USVs), and
commercial/industrial dual use.‖ The

latter category is notably broad,
encompassing lighter-than-air (LTA)
vehicles, space vehicle structures and
habitats, ―chemical/biological
containment systems for internal use
aboard aircraft and mass transit ground
vehicles,‖ and others.
It‘s clear that the U.S. Navy is now
looking seriously at operating future
nuclear attack submarines with
inflatable constructions in place of their
traditional sails. While this proposal
sounds like it would offer considerable
advantages, on paper, actually
developing a reliable technology is likely
to be a much more challenging
proposition. After all, if the inflatable sail
fails to properly retract, for example, it
would render the submarine highly
vulnerable and at the very least end its
mission. However, if NAVSEA‘s initiative
is a success, it could permanently
change the way advanced attack
submarines look while making them
even more effective fighting machines.

Crash Dive Base Contact Information
Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012;
clay53012@yahoo.com
Vice-Commander – Bret Zacher; bret.zacher@gmail.com.
Secretary (POC) – Manny Garmendez, mgarmendez@gmail.com;
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-9347418; gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Vacant.
Chaplain – Vacant.
Membership – Vacant.
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-4455034; hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-8925718 or ccgaines@mindspring.com
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630
986-0175 franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the C onstitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and
Procedures governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular
membership, including my discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not
discharged, the discharge requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $115.00; 3 Yr term: $70.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $25.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $30.00;
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00;
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News,

□

Internet,

Who is your sponsoring USSVI Regular Member?: (Mandatory for Assoc
Associate Applicant is:

□

Other (________________)

Mbrs) ____________________________

Veteran Spouse of Veteran Other (specify)

_______________________

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)

□

Check here if your Military Service falls within these time periods: Dec 7, 1941, thru Dec 31, 1946;
June 27, 1950, thru Jan 31, 1955; Aug 5, 1964, thru May 7, 1975; and Aug 2, 1990 to date.

□ Check here if you have been awarded an Expeditionary Medal
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Upon completion, give or mail this form, including your National and Base membership DUES (payable to ‗Crash Dive Base‘) to
Crash Dive Membership Chairman Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668
March 21, 2019
Rev. I

